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Nora “The Valkyrie” Axel knows tattoos. For forty years, she woke up 
thinking about design. She drank her coffee while sketching ideas. 

She put in solid six-hour days, six days a week perfecting her craft and 
cutting through the bullshit. And she’d go to bed dreaming about the 
kickass designs she could bring to her die hard fans. When crippling 
arthritis prevented her from wielding her needles, she knew she just 
couldn’t quit and retire to some dinky beach in northern Florida. No, 

tattooing was in her blood and under her skin. It was an itch she could 
never truly scratch. She had to keep going.

And while she’d do anything for her loyal customers, Nora’s always 
regretted not being able to share her passion with other tattoo fans 

across the country. She realized that most people can’t pick up and go 
get a tattoo from the artists they admire when they’re halfway 
across the country. She decided there had to be a better way.

So she created it: DRIFT, the tattoo tour. Like music tours, both famous 
and up-and-coming artists can share their work across the country with 
fans, who no longer have to travel to see them. It seemed like a win-win. 

And it is.

The Tattoo Tour
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BRAND OVERVIEW

HISTORY

TAGLINE



Grounded in years of tattoo experience, DRIFT’s brand voice is 
raw and full of authenticity. It’s all about freedom of expression, 
pushing creative exploration, and helping both artists and 
customers become who they want to be. Acting as a roadie and 
manager, they use a blunt and direct tone to clear the way for 
artists so they can say what they need to say. DRIFT doesn’t have 
one style of art because the artists are always changing, and this 
is clear in their extremely open and inclusive tone of voice.
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STRATEGY
The Ink You Want, Where You Are

VOICE



There are some who approach life with “can’t”s and “never”s, stopping 
before they’ve even begun. And there are others who say “screw those 
boundaries,” ignoring the voices shouting “you should do this” or “you 
can’t do that”. These artists do not walk a worn out path dictated by Fate, 
but create their own simply because creating proves they’re alive.

Their art is not confined by the canvas but created with it always in mind. 
Their work operates as a calling card, a bold and unapologetic declaration 
of their originality. Because they don’t fear being different. They fear 
being the same. They fear losing their voice in the crowd.

So Drift, the tattoo tour, doesn’t muzzle their voices or tell them what to 
say. It provides the megaphone so their voice may be amplified. It’s an 
avenue for artists and art appreciators to share an expression of skill 
and imagination that speaks to the soul. DRIFT isn’t just about giving or 
getting a tattoo; it’s about giving or getting what you want because you’re 
bold enough to actually want something.
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MISSION

MANIFESTO

Our mission is to keep each tour as authentic to the hired artist as 
possible. We offer artists resources to help them more easily travel to 
their distant fans, market their craft, and develop their self-brand. We 

enable the artist to do their thing without having to simultaneously 
deal with the technical hoops themselves.



While DRIFT advocates the growth of creativity and freedom of expression 
within the tattoo community, our promise, as a company, is to offer convenience 

to both the rising artists we employ and the customers we serve. We promise 
to help artists more easily reach the fans who truly and deeply appreciate their 
artistic style and to help them more easily spread their work to people beyond 

their hometown. To our customers, we offer convenience. We provide the 
opportunity for them to get the tattoos they want from artists they admire, but 

would most likely never have the good fortune of linking up with.

DRIFT’s primary target is tattoo fans who view tattoos as an art 
form, a form of self-expression and authenticity. While they may 

work corporate or service jobs, they are attracted to creative fields 
and pursue creative hobbies in their free time. They tend to be open-

minded and accepting. They are active daily on social media, sharing 
pictures of art, promoting creative endeavors of friends, and posting 

about a specific cause that they are passionate about. They prefer 
to spend money on experiences and making memories rather than 

material things, so they live frugally, saving up for travel and artistic 
events like music festivals.

DRIFT’s other primary target is tattoo artists who have amassed a 
solid social media and have fans across the country interested in 

getting tattoos from them. They realize that a cross-country tour will 
further promote themselves and their artwork. They prefer to focus on 

their craft rather than running a business, so they turn to DRIFT to 
help with the administrative and logistical side of things.
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PROMISE

TARGET AUDIENCE
Wants to get a tattoo by a well-known artist, and is willing to be put on a waiting 

list to do so. She likes doing active things such as hiking, spending time by the 
lake, but she wouldn’t classify herself as a hiker.

 
Motivations:

Payton’s always looking for opportunities to further express their individuality, 
and is always looking for ways to make more memories with friends.

 
Goals:

Payton wants to be able to look back on their life and confidently say they didn’t 
miss out on anything.

 
Frustrations:

Many of the tattoo artists Payton truly admires live too far away,  making it 
unrealistic hat Payton will ever be able to get work done by them.

 
Status: Newly Wed

Payton
 

Age: 26
 

Occupation: Bartender – college 
graduate… looking for career job.

 
Personality and interests: Strong sense 

of personal style.

Admirer of tattoos, especially if they’re 
unique and different. Attracted to 

creative fields.

Has a very close group of friends
and enjoys concerts and bars. 

Makes memories at events such 
as music festivals.

Active on Instagram  – shares pictures 
of art, posts for specific causes  they’re 

passionate about, and helps promote 
creative endeavors of friends.
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Andrew
 

Age: 23
 

Occupation: Student, works in a bar.
 

Personality/Interests:
In to music. Jam bands.

Looks forward to music festival season all year.

Has a tattoo and is open to the idea of getting anoth-
er, if the time presents itself.

Is spontaneous… if a friend asks if he wants to go 
camping tomorrow… he’s in.

Doesn’t love the idea of corporate America, the idea of 
growing up, but he’s still working for a degree.

 
Motivations:

Having a good time and making memories with 
friends. Works hard so he can blow his money on the 

weekend.

Goals:
Finish college and find job in marketing or something 

he guesses.
 

Frustrations:
People who are uptight. He’s frustrated about adult-

hood and why everyone seems to take it so seriously.
 

Status: Single

David
 
Age: 32
 
Occupation: Tattoo Artist
 
Personality/Interests:
Has a passion for meeting other artists, exploring new styles, and 
further developing his craft. Hangs out at smaller bars or at least 
bars where the bartender knows his name and who he is.

Has a clear vision of who he is and what life is about and it comes 
out in his art work. Prides himself on having a tattoo style that is 
unique.

Has amassed a solid social media following but does not have his 
own brick and mortar shop yet. He is interested in spreading the 
love and getting his work on the skin of people that truly appreciate 
his style.

Motivations:
Decided early in life that he’s going to do something that he wants 
to do. He’s not going to sacrifice his passions for a paycheck.
 
Goals:
David would rather focus on developing his craft rather than 
running a business.
 
Frustrations:
David’s annoyed that he has such a large following but that his true 
fans are scattered all over the country.
 
Status: single



Our logo is derived from our typeface, Lexia. The design of the logo 
is meant to establish DRIFT as a brand, but also communicate that 
we want this to be a space for the featured tattoo artist to flourish and 
have their own voice.

This is accomplished by eliminating the “I” in DRIFT and replacing 
it with a space. The stroke of the logo also suggest that DRIFT is a 
blank canvas meant to be filled with the artist.

The logo may not be presented in any other ways beyond what is 
listed below.
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LOGOS

VISUAL GUIDELINES

For any white background

For any black background

For any patterned background



Lexia Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Lexia Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Lexia, a slab serif, is a subtle nod to traditional tattoo 
typefaces. It provides DRIFT with just enough personality 
without interfering with the featured artist.
It’s variety of weights make it an optimal typeface for headings 
and body copy.

Lexia is to be used for headings and body copy.  Body copy 
should be restricted to thin, light, and regular weights. 
Headings should ideally be regular, bold, or Xbold.

DRIFT is a custom typeface to give a handwritten feel to add 
personal touches when needed.
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TYPOGRAPHY COLORWAY

The colorway is inspired by traditional tattooing colors (red and black), 
with an added blue to give interest. Red and black are also an embodi-
ment of the tattooing ritual.  Black represents the ink, and red represents 
the flesh. Together these colors form a piece of the DRIFT identity while 
not being obtrusive to the featured artist work.
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COLLATERAL

PHOTO STYLE
Photos should reflect the raw experience that is tattooing. Meaning 
that they should feel up close and personal, as if the audience is in 
the room with the artist/client, or speaking directly to the person 
pictured. Edits should remain more natural with the enhancement 
of light for more dramatic focus on the subjects.
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Distribution of the coloring poster will be a two part process. First, the blank 
poster containing only the DRIFT logo will be sent out to perspective artists. 
The artists will be asked to fill in the poster with a black and white design 
of their choosing and then send it back to DRIFT. Next, DRIFT will select an 
artist and distribute their poster design to the public so that they may color in 
the poster. These posters will be distributed at community events and tattoo 
shops across the country.
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MARKETING

MAIL TEMP
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THE BUSTHE BUS

DRIFT has transformed a bus into a mobile tattoo studio that provides 
artists with a clean and spacious area on wheels to work their magic. All 
the amenities of a state of the art studio are provided, and there’s no open-
air health hazard potentials or overhead costs that come with a brick-and-
mortar store.
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A-Frame signage will be set up next to the DRIFT bus with 
company contact information. Also, a balloon wrapped in our 
DRIFT pattern will float above the van. It’s inspiration comes 
from totem poles which are commonly used at music festivals to 
locate friends and specific events from a distance.

Keeping a minimalistic and modern atmosphere, the interior 
of our bus resembles our mission of offering an open, creative 
space for our artists. We don’t flood it with our ideas. We leave it 
open for the artist to express their selves.

SIGNAGE/INTERIOR



OUTSIDE
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PACKAGING

The DRIFT aftercare kit will provide clients with a simple way to care 
for their tattoos. All the products and directions will be provided so 
even novice tattooees can care for their art.



Moisturizer

Soap

Bandages Gauze
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INSIDE
Inside each box will be individual packages of moisturizer, soap, 
bandages, and gauze. Each must always follow this color scheme.



Home

About
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WEBSITE



Artist

Book
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LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

INSTAGRAM

Headline: 
Make our temporary stay permanent.

Body:
Life on the road doesn’t mean we can’t stay 
together forever. Catch your favorite artist while 
we’re in your city and get inked up. Sure, DRIFT 
will return, but our artists are always new.

INSTAGRAM

Headline: 
Your excuses are fading away. This won’t.

Body:
Are you the type of person that’s said, “Yeah, I’ll 
get a tattoo. Well, not now, but someday” Well, 
some day is approaching. Tattoo artists around 
the country are visiting your city giving you one 
opportunity to get some truly unique work. Visit 
our site to see who’s coming and when.

We have two campaigns. Both of which are modern and rely heavily on social 
media to reach our audiences. While the two campaigns support our strategy 
of Catch Your Ink Before It’s Gone, they are rooting in different things.
The first pushes Drift as a brand. It helps artists and curious fans know who 
we are and what we do while maintaining that sense of urgency.

The second is a featured artist campaign. It talks about the artists, their 
styles, and which cities they’ll be visiting. In some instances, such as radio, 
we encourage and allow the artists to express themselves and their style in 
their own words.



INTERACTIVE COMMUNITY MURAL APPLICATION

DRIFT will host a mural event inviting local artists to come add their 
personal touch to our open space logo design. While the DRIFT logo will be 
a permanent design on the concrete, local artists will add their flavor with 
chalk and other temporary mediums. 

This application encourages freedom of expression within the community 
and acts as a gathering for artists where they can share their views about 
DRIFT and apply to be a featured touring artist. 

POSTER

DRIFT will hang posters coffee shops and bars 
in both cities that have previously been visited 
by the company, and cities that have not. While 
these posters help spread the word about 
DRIFT, it also gives customers a chance for their 
city to be a tour destination. 

Headline:
Coming soon to a parking lot near you?

Body:
Drift is fueling up for another tattoo tour. The 
Problem is, we don’t know where we’re going. 
We draw our map according to where our artist’s 
fans are. Considering our artists are always 
changing, we don’t know where they are.

Are you a fan of one of our up and coming 
artist?If so, make it known. Vote for your city to 
be a Drift tour destination.
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FEATURED ARTIST 
CAMPAIGN

RADIO

:15

Hey, I’m Kurt Boone. Arizona native, tattoo artist. I’m all packed 
and am about to hit the road with Drift for a cross country tattoo 
tour. I’ll  be hitting cities like LA, Seattle, Chicago, and more. So, 
be sure to check out Driftthetattootour.com for more information.

:30

Mitch “the Cobra” Lymann taught me everything I know, but he 
didn’t prepare me for this… Kurt Boone, here. Just a man in a bus. 
On a tattoo tour, across the country. With the radio on, and my 
needles ready to go. My goal? Spread some tattoo love and keep 
the snowman tropical. I’m rolling into a city near you so check out 
my tour details at driftthetattootour.com

INSTAGRAM

Headline: 
Shoulda. Coulda. You can. Kurt Boone. Denver. 
June 17th - June 19th

Body:
Arizona native Kurt Boone is traveling the 
country. Next stop? Denver. It’s not too late to 
schedule an appointment. Visit our site to pick 
your slot.
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BUS STOP SIGN

Headline: 
Slashing our tires won’t make us stay any longer.

Body:
We’re back on the road. Check out Kurt Boone and other tattoo artists visiting 
your city and schedule an appointment before it’s too late. We’re not in a rush, 
but we are on a schedule, and we’ve brought spare tires this time.

CTA:
driftthetattootour.com
@_DRIFT

Carolyn Asman
Designer

Kelsey Billings
Designer

Richard Forzano
Copywriter

Liz DeAngelo
Copywriter




